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The technique of high resolution Brillouin spectr~scopy h~s been 
used to determine the·. adiabatic elastic constants'7f large cooied 
' . 
single c_ry'stals of P·N2 ·. and P-.CO in an effo.rt to g~tn insfght into the 
a-,tfphase transitio~ of .these. two unique exampl~s ~·f diatom{~ molecules 
. . .. ~ . . . - " . . 
~which . are extreme~y sinipar· in. many physical and chemical preperti47s . 
.. 
. 
..'· . ~ 
. .. 
. ' 
• 1) ·. • • .• • 
f . The crystal~ . ":ere .gro~ . in . a ·quart~ ceil ins'ide a .1 ~-quid he Hum. ... .. 
• ; 
.. 
cryostat. Laue x·ray~: · d~ffraction _analysis · provided for 
' · -
..f- • 
. determinati.on· "of the. orientations . of ·thes. e crystals relative to"'- the . -.· . 
. . . . -~ 
. .. ":'.\ 
laboratory frame of .reference._ An. argon ion ·laser beam :was . incideri~ on . 
' . · . . - ..,..._ . . . ' 
• ~ · , , i ' • -- G !• , 
the ')Ystal ·and the · scattered be-am was analysed· at 90° relative to the 
in~ide~t b'e~ .. bY, a ~i~z~ ~elect~ic~lly .scann~·d t~iple-pass Fabry~ P.erot . ; .. ·. .· 
' 0 . • i,nt~rferomete'r .. The . signals were then collected by a photomultiplier .. 
. . -. ' 
. • ~------+·--~~----~----------~·~·--
amplifief/dis.c'dminator ~ss~mbly ~nd tube, an. 
finally reco.rde? by the data acquisition and 
" 
. ,. , · . 
stabilization!sy/tem . 
... 
· Th~ values of elastic constants· of P·N2 .at 47.5 K in units of 
109 •. N/m~ · (subject 'to . a~ absolute uncertainty of about . . 2%) are: 
c 1 ~:-2.307 c 12 -1.454 1 c·33 -2. 488 
' The values of elastic constants t;f {J-CO at 62 K in · _unittof 
109 Nim2 (subject to an absolute uncertainty of. about 4%) are: 
co-(>.998· c~ 4 ~0 . 40'2 
\ 
These . values · w~re compared 
., ... - . . . .· 
to thos~ at ·the corre~ponding triple 
. . ' . . . 
point.s. There-i:s an approxi~ate elastic const~·t· .increase of l\ per, 1 K 
of te'mperature decrease. · and • there seems · to -~e no evidence for 1110d~ 
" . . ~ . ·. ~ 
. 
softening' in either N2 or .~ 
. . .... 
·. Three ~arge 'single - ~rystals of ·p-co were cooled slow~y .through t~~ ·· 
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4 P.hase -transition resulting· i.n thr-ee s~ngle crystals of a.:. co. ·The 
J ' 
orientations of .these face centlered cubic crystals were determined and 
-. 
. correlar&d t~ those ~f the hexagonal close packed ph,se. I.t was notjd 
' .,./ . . . " ' - . 
that the hexag~nal basal pl:_anes appear to prefer ,to transform tb pla"Qes 
.. ·.Af the forin ( ·110} of the cubic structure. A possible ~edhanism. is ./ 
/( • · m· 
. /. disc·u~se<\~~d ~he resul~ i _s coll)p~rjd to previous works on metals and 
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- --D;~~ed fti:agX:am(of the Lple cell 'where crystal . . 
- I 
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. -.- . I . • 
' '. 
·components ·of the cor. re'spondlns.l.Y dashe~ R' s. tJ.'_s :· 
.. ·; ' . 
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elastic cons,tants at 63 K obtaimea by Kiefte and 
Clouter (9). 




horizontal-~ine ·haif ·way up in the ceil is the 
boundazy that visuillly separatj!s ,the two phases. · 
. 
a) The Laue diffraction pattern at 0° rotation of 
. 
the ·p phdse .of ctYstal the 'cell of I. The Eule~ 
t • I 




. . 00 b) ' The diffra~tiop p~ttern at rotatio-q of 
~· ' r. the ·celi of the a ph~se of'crystal t. The E~ler 
. 






angles were '(llO.s;l30.8,21l.A). 
a) ~~ta~e· d~:frac~n ~att~rn at . 0° rotation of 
~he cell of the p phase of crystal II. The Euter 
' · angles were (96 .0 ,128. 7,195. 5) . . .. -· 
b) The·· ta~e-· diffraction' ~at~~tati~n of 
. . . \ . 
the ~ell shor~ly aher the phase transitfpn in . 
. l 
c!eystal 11 . 
. "-c-
c) ~e Laue diffr~c~ion pattern .at 
th? eel\ of. the Q.phas~ of crystal 
. ' . 
·angles•w:ere (94. 2. 286 .. 2,157. 2). 
' ' . .. ~ . 
a) The Lau~d~ffraction pattern at 
the cell· of the p phase of crystal 
ang~es .were (57 ;7,.32 . 6 -,3~9 )s_> ·.
b). The Laue .diffracti~n pattern at 
00 rotatlon of · 
' 11. The 'Euler 
... 
.., 
00 rotatio.n of . 
Ill. The -Euler· 
00 rotatioll of 
the -cell o~ t!te initi~l a ~ phase of cty~tal· qi. 
The . Eu:er _..an~l~s we~e (23. 2, 273. 9,-338t 9~-· 
. . . . \ .... . 
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. 0 • . 
·the . cell of t~e final ;;~able,)CJ ph~se of c,tysttll ..I~·~.· 
. ' . . ~ .-• · 
the E',l:_l.e~ ang~ w~re . (34.7',170.6 ~?56.4). 
aY The h .c.p. cr;ys~al with. c-axis up. 
• 
•b) The h.c.p. ·crystal looking alqng the' c ~axis·. 
' c) 'The ·same crystal wi·th . a~~ernate planes moved 
.. 
as discussed in text ·. ~ t 
d)~The basal 'planes after the shearing movements . 
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Brillouin spectroscopy · is a ,very ~ffective t:echniqu~ for P.~obing_ 
the .. ~ynamical be~avior . of phonons in crystals . and consequent lf~tice , 
instability 
. . . 
associated with In p,articular, • it ' phase transitions. 
.. 
. - . . -. . . . . . .,. . . . 
: allows _ ·for . a~curate~ d"terminatio~· of · elastic constants in s.ingle 
. . . ... . -:· . . . . 
.'• 'cryatal!i . . The present -work · con~titutes ' an attempt to use Brillouin 
til ' I .. 
-
to transitions ~n ·. diatomic' 
. l 
.The ~ . and · {J ·. phases -of solid N2 _ and co· represe'nt s1st~ms_ that 
. . . ] . . 
• .. 0 ' ' • ,. · " - 0 • • • 
undergo · odentatio~_ally d-~sordered b~xagonal, close -pack~d (h. c. p.) to 
... : f . . . . . . • :" . . • ' 
or_ie~tat'ionaJ.lr._~rdere~ ~ace centered cubic (f. c. c.,> P.ha:se . transitions. 
- I 
~ ' , ' ' . . . ' 
A knowledge of elastic con$tants is import~pt - in tbe 'sense that certain· 
! . • • • ;) • . 
... ' . } "' 
elastic . . co~stants. may . d:_ec:;rease in . magnitude as -t:he transition•. 
·'\ -
. l' 
temperature .is approached:. This softening of certatn elastic c~nstants 
. , . 
-· is c·~sed bY. soft_ aco~stic phonons _t·ra~elling in the. crysta1: (~). As a 
'\ ,. _. . . 
pnase 't'ran~-itio~ ~em~~-r~ture,_- is rea~he.d, 'th~ ~e-dhanical · i~i·t~ 
increases . and c~rtain .latti~e vibrationaL modes· 'undergo a ~~nsiderab\e · 
! ' ·e~e~gy . decrease ·such that as their frequency decreases the interatomic 
• • ... ' --~ - 'fl • .• \ 
t •• •, 
. ~ 
bin'~ing forc.es : .. . are decreased. . Eventu"ally I the . anh"lbno~i1ci ty -~and 
.. ·1.~ · • • · '• ~,;;....,o,~ . ....... 
vibrado~ t\~P'-ltudes are': ~P large .tha~ atoms adopt .new s"ites. 
. . ~ . . . . . . 
' o • I ' ; ' I ~ • .. ' ' • 
. . _.CO wh1le ~hernic~~olly · dis:~nct_ , 1~ p_hysically v~ry si~il~r to Nz •. The 
molec:ules are· isoelec'troni~ and ·have the same s :iz'e and identical masses 
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Some J:!hysical J:!rOEerties of N2 and CO 
. 
.. . ' ... . 
. . 
Mo.lecula eight ... . .. ; ... _II! • • • : •• ~ • 28 . 01 , <A> 
Atomic Number . ... · ............. . , . . 14 ~-- (A) 
·s~i~ing loint .... ~ .. ~ : ......... :. 77 . 2 "K (A) 
. . . 
Triple Point TemperaturE}. . . . . . . . . .. .63 .15 K 
a-{J .Transition Temperature: ... : ... . 
. ·-
, 
35.6 ·K (C) 
t • , • • , 
Equilibdwn ·Vapor _Pressure ' 
At the ·Triple', foint . .' ...... · . . .... . 
\ . 
93.905 mm Hg(D) 
.. . , . .. 
Lattice Parameters 
O.f the fJ Phase . .. ... . .. .. .' .. . .... . 
.5' ... 
I ' LB:tt~ Parameter 
of the Q Phase at 20 K .... • .••. • • . ~ 
(A) ~ee t"efer ence : (2) . . 
. (B) See ref erence (3) 
·' ' 
· (C) . Se~ refe'rence (4) 
. \ 
(D) See -reference (5) 
I (E) See reference (6) •· 
(F) See- .re f erehce ·<7)' . 
-
.(G) See r e ference· ( 8) 
4 . 
·Jt . .... 
a-0.405 nm 
c-0.6604 run (E) 
--
~/a-1 . 63 
.... 






·· · .,:. 
· ~ ) ~ ~ 
• . .. , 
. ,......_ 
· 28 .01 (A) 
14 (A) 
"'• 
81.5 .K (A) 
6S .15' K. (B) 
. 
61.55 K (B). 
..f ·' 
\ 
115 .inm·Hg (B) / · 
"" 
a-0.414 run 
c-0 . 685 nm (F) 
c/a-1. 65 
I 
I • • 
a-0 . 565 nm (G) • 
. 
. .. 
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at the Triple Point J 





Quadr•lpo1e Moment • :..' 
' . 
-26 2 
.(j.n units of 10 . esu1cm ) ........ -t.n ' 
Dipole Moment 
·19 . (in units of 10 esu.cm) ......... 0 
' . . 
Nuclear Separation .... ~.:. -.: ... . .. ---._j)-. H run 
(H) See ~eference (9) 
(I) See refe.rence (10) 
, 
~ . 
.• . (G) See reference (8) 
• 
' I .,•:J" 
. •... ' 
;·;..:. .. ;.:. ·: . ' : 
: ·. . 







c 11 :..1. 901 
I 
c 12 -1.146 
c13 ~0 . 951 (1) 























nearest neighbor distances ~nd latt~e 
There is· a · small ~ipol~ moment · in 
constants are almos~ identical . 
CO due to its · heteronuctear 
structur~ . A study o~- temperat'ure dependence .of molar' voiume ( 11) shows 
that COand N2 · behave similar. above "'70 K and 
these temperatures, .N2 like CO ·solidifies in a high 
... 
1 
p phase· and a low temperature f . c.c . dissimilarity / 
between N2 and CO is the :Q-P phase transition temper N2 stays 
·~exagonal from 63.15 K to 35.6 · K whereas , fqr CO, this ~ang~ is from 
. .. . . \ . 
68'. 15 K. 'to .61.55 K. There are ·various' possible 'reason~ for this, ·o~~ 
., . \ . . . 
being that th~ ·quadrupole moment -of cq, is greater. than N2 artd hence the 
c.> ' \ ' - • ' \ • I • ,• • 
. . :· .. , . . ... .. . .. ~ . 
~s4\~at~~ interaction_( auses co to or~.e.ritatio~a\~Y order mo~e. · readily . 
" ·.· . .. - ... . .· .. . . . (12) , th~·: other· ~eing . t:hat ro.tatic;m- translat~on eoupling, is · ·sttonger 
. . . . . .. ,•. .... 
for c.o becau;e of phY.sical. · asymroetry, he_nce cau~ing latti.ce in~tability 
to occ;mr· sooner than in N2 ~6) . The . fol~owing 'wo·rk. det:er~~nes the 
'· ~ I - . ' • • 
. 
elast\c constants of ~2 a.t 47 . 5 K, th• elastic constan"ts of ·CO at the 
tr!ple point and at 62 K and correlates· the 'orientations of the, a and {J 
'· phases o.f solfd co.~ . . 
.... 




'· ~ .. 
' . 
• 
I' SoUp N2 ex..ists in at lea~t six crystal f~rms: ordered cubic Q• 
,, 
.. 
N2 (space group Pa3), disordered. hexagonal p :.N2 (space group P63 /mmc)' ·,, 
. \ .• 
oraered ·tetragonal 1·N2 (space group P4z!mnrn), disord.ered cublc 6 -N2 
.. 
· ~ 
' ·' (sp~·ce gx;oup Pm3n), .c-N2 proba?.ly thomboh~d:_al (space group ~Jc) and 
. . 
r - N2,- prob~~ly rhombohe~ral.$space .. group R3c) > Fig.l.l shows the· phase 
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Fig.l.l _ Phase· ~:f.agram of 'Nitro'gen .. 




. .. . : " 
.. . . 
I ' : · . I · . ' 
: 1\n extensive review - paper · on 'condensed N2 · by Scot-t .is avail.able - ~ 
. . . . . . .. . ( 
·(4). ~ingle_ c;:ry~t;ls of p ·-N2 . qf e~c.lle~~ qu~l-~ty· ca~ be grown ·by slow 
. . ·. 
so·lidification. at the triple point (4) · ' Handling such: a s i ngb ~rystal . 
· -.is ~4 ffi.cult ·(~!i (..,1.11 b~ expl~itied . in .sec~): · St~elb et. al. (14\ · 
"' . . . ... . ~ 
. . 
however:..- perforll!e~ · x-ray dift"r:act\on studies of a single crystal rather 
t • 
· than 'po~der samples (as ,.,as . done ~y most. rese·archers). They determined 
J e .., .. . , , f • 
. \ ..,. . 
the struct:ure and conftrmed ·the molecular precession about the c-axis 
J' 0 • . • ~ • . 
at·54.5 an'gle . ),.Mills e~ sl. ( -15) work:l:ng on slngle crystals of N2 at : 
...... • . • l' - . • 
2. 9·4 GPa 'and • 300 K _conf:.!Jmed the hexago~al sti'u(\t~r~ of· space group 
·. . . ' 
P63 /mmc using x-ray diffraction: (see also x-ray inte~ measurements • 
by Bolz et al. (16)). 
., .... 
birefringeride . in fJ·N2 . .. They· also 
Gano.~n ··and. Morrison (17-) studied the optical 
I ' 
conf'irmed the structure of J3·Nr to be 




. ~ . 














he·xagona 1 P63 /mmc . Kldn et al. (18} theoreticdly calculated the 
. 
dynamic structure· fac;:tor S(Q,w) of. e-N2 • Elastic and inelasdc neu'tron 
scattering 1have been carried out by Powell et . ~1. ( 19) on single 
crystals of {J-N2 at 400 MPa and 55 K. They determined the elastic 
constants of'{J-N2 at that temper~ture from slopes of dispersion ~urves . 
' . , 
Kjems and Dolling (20) determined the elastic constants at 31 ·K and 0 
) ( . 
\ P'a using 'the same technique., Kie.fte and Clo~t:er {9) . accurat~ly 
~. ' ' 
determined the ela,stic constants of ·single cry.stal.s. of P-N2 r . 
U$ ing Bri.i1ouin spectroscopy.· Theoretital . . calculatlon . of 
' 
.at 63 K 
elastic 
I' 
c'onsta'nts u!Hng self-~onsistent phonon ~pproximation .were carried out 
by Goldman arid Kl~~~ (21). 
Ele~tron dif~raction patt~rns of annealed tiny s~ngle crystallites 
in films of a-N2 obtained by Venables and English (22) showed that 
. i 
the structure is cu~ Pa3 . Hurl and Morton (23) studie.d thin films of 
\ 
solid a-N2 at 4 _and 20 .K u~ing electron transmission diffraction and 
. 
obtained the same result . X-ray intensity measurements ' by Bolz et al. 
(16) confirmed that the· structure. is Pa3. The structure is . ace 
· ce_ntered cubic with .a basis of fo~.n; molecules per unit cell. The 
molecules, are ordered in the basis such that the molecule is aligned 
.. / 
parallel to" <111> d!rection of cube .. 
. . 
\ 
. Large• single c:ryst4ls of a-N2 a·re · ex~reme_ly difficult to 
• t ' ' • ' ' . 
· due tb the highly disruptive natur~ of the a-{J transition 
. . 
by~Gannon and Morrison in the pirefr,ingence s~udy~of a·N2 
. 
c·orisequent shatte_ring of 
crystal o£ a~N2 has been 
solid'· ~2 ) •. . However . (by chance) , on s i ngl e 
. ~ 
produced 'by. Streib et al. (14)' and by Kjems 
and Dolling .(24). Ve~a~les (25) ,has 'grqwn a singl~ ·c-~ystal s e ment . of ~ 
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studies include Raman spectro$copy. of the o and "'' phases at 4. 2 R a11d 
pre!t.sute up to .. 0. 9 · GPa and spectroscopic observation 
• l - . 
of· the a-{3 
• I 
tr~nsi~iOJ'l at 4. 2 K and .o . .35 GPa by Thiery e~ . sl. 
spectrosco~y on polycrysta~line ~-N2 ~ 18 ·K by A~~rso~ 
~ • \ ' • 0 
(26). Raman 
. 
et al. (27) , 
theoreti-cal calculation of the pressure dependence of shifts and 
. ~ 
. 
splittings of Ra~an active vibrational 
.., 
. 
modes in the o and 1 phases · by 












.... ·;, :.·.' : .•. ~ : ·. ' 
' • • .. , •. •• ~. f 
. 
of a nitrogen by Weiss ~t al. {29)., Elastic constantS\ of a single 
crystal of a nitrogen at 15 K'' have been determined by Kjems and Dolli~g 
(24)..,...-using ph'on~n d.i.·~~e~sl~n .~urv~s1 .obt~ined f~om (:.~eutron .scatt~r~n~ ·. ·, 
.measurement·s. 
• The phas~_' diagrams· of ·a ·~nd {J nitrogen-were studied by Swenson (30) 
using P-V isotherm .measurements. Mills et: al. (31) . used . P•V-T . 
properties of solid and · fluid N2 up to 2 GPa to measure the sound 
velocity. 'Raman sp"ec.tra from 15 to 30 K at .52 GPa were done by 
Buchsb~um et al. (32). Theoretical calculation 
I. 
of structure and 
dissoci.Bt·ton' energy by LeSar et sl. · (33) agrees with experimental 
• 
'• 
lattice constants and en~rgy. On appro~ching · the trans'i tion ·by warming 
' . 
along P":'O :isobar,· signific.ant mode s'oftening apP,ears above. 30. K with an 
• . . 
increase in linewidth. 'Giauque and Clayto~ (16) s~owecr-t:hat: the a-{J 
transition . ·is preceded by '\n anomaly in the specific h'eat, curve 
-
indica.ting the onset of rest~icted rotation. Kjems and D9lling · (.2~>'· 
• • . . 3 . .. 
managed to obtain one single crystal of a phase of 1. 5 . em volume {lnd 
.. . .. -
app;-.oximately correlated the orientations of cr and fJ phases of nitrogen. 
" . 
' 1 
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(space group P63 I 
11\lllC), &-CO PtlObably 
·disorde):"ed cubi~ I·CO 
(R3~)? 
. 8·co (Pllllll ? 
/(space group PU13n) 
r . 
I 
and £-co possil?ly 
rhombohedral (space 
. . 
-~, \ Fig.1.2 Phase diagram of CO. ,I 
•. 
Single crystals of {J-f.O. grown at room temperature at 2 . 7 to 3. 6 
GPa by Cromer et: al. (34) were examined using x-rays and found ·.,to be , 
. ' 
hexagonal belonging to P63 /mmc space group. Fukushima, Gibson and Scott 
_/ 
(11) 'determined the o-{J transition temperature of CO. They measured the 
' 
. 
temperature ·variation of the molar volume in CO· which can be used to 
.. _/ . 
determine the density -at different te~peratures. The elastic _constants 
of fJ-CO at 68 K were determined and compared to ~-N2 by .Gammon et al. 
(35) using Brillouin spectro·scopy. 
. 
Stevenson ( 36) determined the phase diagram· of CO with- only .two 
phases using P-V isotherm measurements . . a.aman scattering on co from 15 
. . . . 
to 297 K and 1 to 5. 8 GP"a by 'Katz et sl. (37) revealed an· a -+ c 
tralsition at 3.4 GPa and fJ -+6 at· S.2 GPa -at room temperatur.e., Raman 
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sl. (27)_. Thermodynamic properties of CO having 2. 6% N2 including_ he,~ji~ 
capacity·, vJp~r 'press~re an~ heat of transition were determined by Gill 
: ~ 
and Morrison\ (38) from 2.5 to 78 K. NMR experiments ~ere also done on 
. ' . : 
p-co ·~y Fukut&ima,· Gibson and Scott (39) . The quadrupole moment of CO 
' : \ . \ i 
b~ing strange'?= than N2 is probably the cause for absence of an a -+..., 
I 
1 





1-2 -Brillouin Scattering 
... 
.. \ - -. ' . 
· Classically'\ (~O) · (see· also (41)), _.the the.rmal motion of molecules· · 
: ~ . 
c-reate regi~I)S , of . compression) and rarefaction Which travel in the . 
• • • J .. ·~ • " • • 
me!}ium as acoustic wa-ves. ·This · results i~ propagating -f~uctuat;ions of · 
.. 
' the refnictive· index o"t- the medium .. One can think of these ··fJ,.uctuat:ions 
~ 
as plane surfaces which give rise to .reflection bf incident light. 
,Brillouin scattering ls the _ ..!nelastic . scatteri'llg \~f __ light by _t~e ~ 
thermally "'gener~fed density fluctuations in a medium. The frequen~y ­
- spectrum of the sem:cere·(l iight . consists o't a set;: of doublets 
syfumetrically ·situated about- the incident lig~t ··frequency ('in . liquids. 
I . 
the;e vis~ one doublet. and 'in single . crystals.. three double-ts) . 
If. V is the velocity ,of sound W-aves in the' medium_, Fhe amount of + 
T . 
D_oppler shift induced in the frequency of incident li~ht due to . the 
movement of plane surface.s is 
· :... ·-- - -
v .;. 2nv· sin a . 
A 2 (1.1) 
where · .. n is the mean ref-ractive in~ex of the medium, A is· the 
wavelength of. the' incicien,;_ light and ~ ' is the . scatteri~t angle : The 
sign of v : depends on the, d-i~ectiQn of' motion of planes rela~e to t he 
,h 
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\ 
observer. Equation ( 1.1) is the famous Brillouin equation. 
Quantum mechanic-ally (42) however, the event ls cons ldered to be n 
..... 
.......... -
scattering process of photons by p1tonons (as noted above). The incident 
radiatiotf of frequet:tCY w0 an~ wavevector ko is scattered by phonons of 
·· fr_equency wJA ·and wavevecto~ kj, where 1J refers to various possible 
phonon modes as dis-cussed in osection' 1-4. The inciden; photon eit,her 
creat"es- -~; annihilates a phonon at' the ~cattering site as shoWn in "-












Fig. 1.3 Tfu! !iCattering pro,cess of a photon by a phonon·. 
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"' ~ I __,· 
(1. 3) 
--
wbere "'k and w are the wavevec tor of scattered light. p 
· Since y ~ o then k = k~ and using Fig.l. 3 we can write: • r 
• 
I 
... -kp :::: 2k sin!! 
2 ( (1.4), 
. ~. . , 
·I 
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.· ...... ,;. 
) .,., . ' 
but kJA ...::1! {ind k - "nw for 1/k ~ 
- c 
a. where · a is the interabomic 
IIJ& 
spacing. Therefore eq.{l.4) · \)eco·mes: 
• 'fl.' 
il,. 2nV sin !! 
,.. - T 2 
1~3 Stress Str4i.ll: And. ~Blas ConStants 
, 
The th~ory of· elasticity treats· a solid body as . a continuum. The 
relation between_ intett)al stresses· trying to bring the body back to 
equil~brium and the amount qJ ~eformation is ·governed by' Hooke's law 
(43) . 
If under stress, a lattice point at r is displac~d to a new 
position r .. • i tbe • dfspiacement , vector is u - r '·r 
. ' ' 
if dl .. and dl ' 
. . 
represent tne distances between two_ points before and after defom'ation 
' -~ f 
then it- is strai.ght forwaJd to shci~ that 
where· for small deformations ek 1 becomes: 
\ 
1 ·c ·aut 
.... -+ 
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and is called the strain tensor •• we note ·that eltl ':"' ellt. The component 
(J 
of the . force• acting- on one part of body by the 
( 
rest of · it. can be 
written F1 . I 3 whqe f(r) is force unit :volume. as - f 1 (r)d r, • per v 
These forces . are only. exerted on the surface enclosing volume V and 
can be ~xpressed a;~. ·surface integral 
.f~,;~-.. 
' -~ ....... · iC--'·" 
F 1 - '• J a 1 J da J . , where 
a a iJ . The quant l ty ' a 1 j is die i th component of the force on a 
a~ ~ 
. 
uriit area perpendicular to rJ axfs and is called the stress tensor . 
_ , 
The relationship between the s~~-~_ss and strain _ tensor ~· is .qe~in.ed . • 
by Hooke's law thr~h a 4th rank elastic constants tens·or ~ljltl ast 
C7ij •. ci J k 1 ek 1 (1. 6) 
I 
. . 
The strain energy den_si ty of a deformed crystal is given by: 
( 1. 7) 
• 
By introducing a simpler notation whereby pairs of indices are 
assigned a single label as follow~: 
·' 
Tensor indices 11 p- 33 23 31 12 
Matrix indices 1 2 3 4 5 '6 
There are 81' elastic constants in eq. (1.6). Using symmetry relations 
,. . . 
for alj and 'e;L. the number of . itnlependent elastic constants become 36 
: , .• 
. l 
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·~lose ..:pac.ked structure, there is a six-fold symmetry abput z axis which 
. • r;educes the e1a~Jtic constants furth~r to fi~e i.e. c11 , c1~ c 13 , c33 / 
·~ ~ ' 
l .. 

















' .· . 
~:.~:-.~~ "~· , . · . :' :. 
and c 4 4 • . 'Fbe elautic constant matrix becomes: • 
' I \ 
r~ 
. cu C12 C13 0 ,~ . 0 
'W''· 1 
" 1 
. .. .. 
.cu. ell, . C13 0 0 0 
c~3 • C13 _c33 ·0 0 0 
-0 0 0 c •• 0 p 
0 ·o 0 0 c~· • • ·0 
.0 0 0 0 Q 
(cu-ctz) 
2 
For cubic ·crystals , the cubic symmetry reduces the .number of -' elastic 
constants from 21 tcf three i.e. ell' C'12 . and c4 4 • The .elastic ~nstant \ . . 
matr'ix becomes (44) : 
i--
cu clz cl2 0 0 0 
' 
c12 c~ 1 . c1·2 0 ,...J 0 0 
c12. C12 ell 0 0 0 
lci·JJ ~ 
0 0 0 c4~ 0 0"' 
0 0 O· 0 c •• 0 
. ·, 
0 0 0 0 '0 c. 4 
l-4;P-ropagation Of Waves In ~exagonal Ciysta~s 
The force· per uni:t voiWile f(r) and th~ · displaceme·nt vector u are 
' I 
.. 2 
related by Newton's second 1a~ of mo~ion: · f ~ p~ 
dt2~ ' 
. \ ' . 
ith component of thts~ equation is 
' . .. . 
. ·~ 
crysta1 density. The 
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·, where p is the 
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Using H~oke's law and eq. (1.5)~ we can write: 
. ' 
., 




• ' 7 
' . 
'which is the differential equation f9r. wave propagation and has 
-· 
a solut'io~ of the form 1, t (k. r-wt') u1 ( r , t) • u1 0 e . ,. (I. 1,0) 
0 • 
whe·re u1~~ ~he amplit~de .. of'propagati~n . Substituting eq . ~0 in ~q. ~ ·4 • 
J - 4 
and rearranging . we obtain·: 
' .· (1. 11) 
The 4et~rminant of the.~rix t1c c 1_JkLkJk~ •- fJ''lo11 ~u~t·vanish fo{., non-
trivial solutions. The solution of' this secqlaf equafi.~on y1e1ds 
· . expressio for "'2 • For· hex!_gonal crystals the final' solutions for 
, eloc i ties are: ,• 
' (I 
(i. 12) 
- --....... ... - - . 
. 
2 . 2 .... 2 2 
where t-[(c11 -c44 )sin, .., + ' .(c44 -c33 )cos 'YI · + 
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and 'Y 'is the angle between ·-k and the c axis. , 
:-· 
Th\ls ·lthere are t~ee types of waves propagating a pure transverse T1 , 
a quasi-transverse T2 and a quasi-longit~d~nal L which ·are distinct · 
in single cryst~ls. • -
1-5 Euler,Angles 
~ 
". The three Euler angles are defineq . in the standard way, per 
Goldstein .(45 >, ~\ ~ aJ?out the bod~ z axis, o· about .•the. line · of nodes 
.; ' 
and x about the body z axis; all the rotat~ons are counter clockwise. 
t::J ' • • 
'The r~tation •nratr.ix. :f-rom . the body t~ · :the : space c9ordimit: syst.~m then: ' 
" , is given by:· 
coaxcos~-cos8sin~sinx 
A - cosxsin~+costlc~s~sinx 
-sinxsint1 
. .., . ' 
\) 
, -sinxcos~· ·c~s~~in(/lsiRX- · · . sf~D~in~ 
. ; #. • • ' . ... ~ . . ' 
- I -"', • 
.. 
-sinxsi~~+cos~cos~cosx -sinpcos~ .(1.13} 
cosxsin8 · 1. co.~O 
. ' 
rAny vector X in the bodJ frlpl!e o(reference can 
• I' ~ • '• ' I . ... . . ~ 









.. ' X '-AX , . ·"'w[~~el . X and X ' can be 
matrices .of . the form/ ~ be. . where a; b and c 
-, 
J~ 
·' are . 
An~ .. phase transformatfori .re_q~ires a change in the ~rrangement of ~ ·, 
thfl ·atomic -structure ~f the ·· mate~ial (46). These · changes &J;'e made by 
• • • , • l • ' 
driving forces; the atoms . assume new positions under the i.nfluence of. 
. . . ' . . . ' '' . . . ~ _ .:: . . . . . . 
st~aitl· ~nergy, s~rface energy 'or. :ext;'ional s~res~ eve!\ ·tho\lgh the free . 
. . .. . . . '. . . . . . . ,. . . . . 
., ' 
energy: of one structure· is lower 
. ; ', .. . , . - ·. 
than' that. o~f the other . . .. ~ 
0 .. 
·~ .. . 
. i 
The . transformations cart be. divided into homogen~ous and 
. het.erogeneous. The ltomogeneous transformation take~ . pla9e·.: .in .all ·part~ · .· 
• f • • • • •• • • • • • • •• 
.. 
>' ' I ',, t) 
' . 
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of the as.sembly at the same time, whereas, in the heterogeneous 
transfo~ation one can distin~uish microscopically distinct transformed 
. - . 
and untransfQrmed regions. The. heterogeneous' transformation is ,divided 
into two groups 
transformation 
~lassification 
on the reac.tion velocity ~nd .amount Jil!f' 
and ·time. The experimental 
rresponds to an actual differe~ce in the mechanism of 
. . 
the ~~~nsforma~~ two groups ar~ known as "nucleation,a~~ ~row~l)" 
reactions · ~"marten~' reactions . In the. first group, · the new 
' " . . 
• . , • q 
phase grows ·out of parent J;>hase . by slow .. migrat~on . • of the interface 
- ~ 
bo~nd~t:Y .. : The growt_h then r~s.ults· ;rom independent a~om-by - atom 
. . . . . : I I . 
·.transfer across the. boundary. The reactio,n con~inues . isothermally"'at a 
, ' 1 
· g.iven _t,e~perature and the amount of new p~~e inc~eases ···with time . The 
. . 
second ·ki~d of heterogeneous transformation occurs only in solids and 
. .. 
. p'roceeds by the cooperative move~ent of marcy atom_s. Most atoms haye th~ · 
$arne nearest neighbo~s in both phases. Discrete ~egions. of solid 
\ 
. tran~form with very. high velocity ··which is independen~. of temperature . 
In lllQSt cases' the. amount of transformation is characteristic of 
; 
tempe~atu~e and ~oes not increase with ti~e. Reactions of this kind are 
.. . 
cat'led ''shear ~· 'or .. diff~sionle~s(tr~nsf~;mations bul: they are a1so . 
. . . '\ 
referred to as ."martensitic" transformations. The alternate division is 
t 
based on ·~the an~log~ . b\!tween the· different JDe~hanisms of transformation 
.. 
and t:;~e way · in -which·- ~·old'ie.r~ and civil!ans. res_pectivel y carry ou~ 
. . . ., 
. . ' ~ 
c:;ert~:in -t;as.ks like , getting lntd . a train. Thtls the maln categories. of 
.. 
the heterog~neous transformatio~s are .called "milit~ry'' (1 \ e . 
. .•. .. . .. 
' ' • I • , 1 
mar tensitic) and Vcivilian" (i . e. nucleation and growth). . . 
~ 
Tile . main characteristics: ·of ·martensitiq reactions are (see. also 
~ ' . . .. 
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a)· The amount of transformation- ts independent of _dme : A fraction of 
" 
the parent 'ph.S:se· transforms very rapidly and at a certain temperature 
there is usually \ no further . tt'an~formation . This is a primar_:y 
• 
characteristics of the mar·tensitic transformation. 
. . \ 
b) 'The amount of transformation varies with temperature if other · 
variables such a·s gratn size are maintained . constant: .'l'he '\relocity. of 
. . . . ·. . . '. ) . . 
tr~nsformation 'is probably indepentient of temperature a~ is ver:y \: 
rapid. Transformation' begins suddenly. .at a fixed temperature T1 and as 
. . ' 
the '.:emperatu.re is . varied, more of 'crystal . • trans.for1Dc9 until the 
te.mp~rature . Ti: ·~s ·r~~~h~~ at w~ich the tra~sf()rmation is complete. . 
• c) 11a~ensitic ' ~e~ct~o~s ar:;,···r~v~•sib~~. ·By heatins, :and cO~lin~ 'the 
crystat· · succ~ss·ively, , in.itial. atomic configu-r:.ation c~be repe'atedly 
. . . . 
' ~btained. ~ A ·Sin~le crys~al of the origfnal phase can transform to a 
single crystal of the daughter ·phase. Reversing the process results in 
. f( . . 
a single cry~ tal ot . the origl~al pha~e having same orien~ations . . 
, , , • {! .. I 7 
d) 'The amounfi{ of transformation can increase .if plastic stresses are 
I 
ap~lied be.tween T1 ~nd . Tt: and can · ev~n be brought to completion. The 
..... • 0 ~ . . \ • \ 
di.rection ot ,the appli'(;d stress _is . important for single crystals ~ni:i• 
. . . . 
· smile reactions may be retarded 9r ac.celerl}ted by a stress in a s,uitab~e 
direction. 
e) The transformed 'cry's tal h~s the same chemical . composit~ori as t'he 
parent phase. · Little or no voluma changes ' are involved (0.3% in Co) . 
. f) There exists a definite relation between the orHmtat·ions of the . · 
' 
parent structure and that· of the ·d4ugijter phase. · 
. ' I 
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEI)UilE 
The experimental setup for Brillouin spectroscopy studies 'of slngle 
.crystals is shown in Fig: 2 .1. ·A single-mode argon laser beam was 
incident on the ocell ins:f,.de a sp~cia.lly 'designed cryostat : The ·· 
s·cattered beam was analyzed at 90° by ·'a piezoelect:rically seanned Fabry-
~ . ,!: . . . '-~ \ .. . 
Perot interferometer .. The light was collected by a photom~l~iplier . tube 
. . . . . 
' • : : ~ ... • .. ; . • .. • f 
apd sto~ed in a data acquisition and stabilization· system. X-rays are · 
~ · ' . 
~-.......·"""· . used to 
~efined 
obtain 'ftau6. diffrac tio~ ~ p~tt~rns 1of the crystals'. A He~ Ne beam 





Highly mono~hromatic laser· radiation is necessary in the techniqu~ 
of high resolution Brill~in spect.roscopy. A 4 W single mode .argon ion 
laser (Spectra Physics 5) was used. With an intracavity prism, the 
I ~ .- ~ 
. . 
action of the lase:r is tuned to the 514.5 nm line. Tt).e line has •a 
.. 
'Doppler broadened width of about 5 GHz within'which ~eve+al axial modes 
~ 
oscillate with · a ~eparation of US MHz. An . intracavity Fapry-•Perot 
etalon is used to select a single· axial mode. Because of "jitter" due 
to microphonics. , the effective linewidth is about 15 HHz and ultimately 
. ( 
is the limiting factor in the e~perimentai resolution; To furthe~ 
~ .. 
mechanically stabilize the la!ler' it was . mounted on a steel . table 
~ . ~ 
- ~ ~ 
bear'ing a large granite block which was separated .from the floor by 
. . . 
rubber mountings. For the present exp~rimeht, a powe~ of io .mw was used 
.. 




























2-2 11te pPtical Sysoem And Alignment 
'' ,, 
Cfhe arrang~ment of the optical· system is shown in F~g.2.1. ·· Th.e 
--Incident beam' passes through pi~ole P1 .and a high quality quarb~ lens 
' . 
L1 of focal length 35 em. A front· surface mirror deflects the beam 
ve~t~-cally through t~e ··centre of the cell through aperture P2 • The 
. . • 6 
sca~ter~d ~eam, having its sol~d angle (- 5 x 10· steradia~s) defined 
,. 
by pi~ole 'p3 is r renderep. parallel:, by a high qu~lity antiref~ection 
,I ,.. ' \ 
coat~d lens Lz of focal ·length 40 em and is incident on the ·front plate 
' . ' . 
. ' ' t 
of ·th·e Fabry-Perot .• (Burleigh RC 110). The · transJDitted. light froin ·the . 
,Fabry- Pe~<>t is. f~cu~e'd by . quartz lens ~ of focal le~gth 80 cm---~~t/ .. 
' -
. , 
piilhole P4 • ·(o~ diarileter · 400 · #J) and finally to the photocathode of a 
photomultiplier tube '(ITT FW 130) which is thermoelectrically' .cooled 
· and,. ·has fdark coun~ of less 'than 1 'per second. The 'electrical .-output · ( 
ls fed·through an~Amplifier/Di~riminator. into the Data Acquisition and' 
Stabilization system (Burleigh, DAS.-1) which wi~l be discussed iater. 
, 11te triple •pas·s Fabry-Pe~ot . interferometer ' consis'ts of .two 
optically flat parallel plates .separated by a certain distance d. The 
I . . . 
opposing faces are coated .with parti~~~y reflecting fil~s (93% 
,. 
reflectivity in this., experiment). The distance d determines · the 
.· 
wavelength ~ransmitted by the Fabry-Perot. A· ramp voltage across the 
thre~ plezoelecttlc transducers on . one of., the. -plates scans the 
,. 
frequency. The free spectral range F.S.R. (ll.617 GHz in this 
exp~riment) is the frequency differenc~'between . twp successive orders 
of tp-e. · F~~ry-Perot ~ransmi~sion and is given· by FSR ~ ~2.;:;.~.,..d- where· c is · 


















Fig. 2.1 The opticpl arrangement for the Brillouin 
... 
~cattering and x-ray diffraction analys,is 
' • 
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defined as the ratio of F.S.~. to the minimum resolvable linewidth 
(i.e . Fabr.y-Perot instrumental width). A ' higher finesse therefore 
I 
I indicates a better resolution of · closely SP,aced lines for a given 
F.S.R. The finesse · is determined by plate flatness'and reflectivity 
and is about 60 in this experiment. 
A He--Ne beam is first aligned into the" phototube to define the 
/ 
optical axis .of the system with no other optical element present. Then 
the lenses, Fabry-Perot ~nd pinholes are added in sequence so as not to 
deviate the beam. The Fabry-Perot is set on single pass and by 
· observing !=he "sharpness" of its transmission is adjusred. ma~ally, 
first. on the He-Ne beam and then o~ the ·•argon beam "scattered .from a 
. . 
p~ece of card. The Fabry-Perot is aligned more accurately on single 
pass .by using the ~iezoelectric bias on the DAS-1 and by maximizing the 
DAS-1 signal. Then retroreflector is rotated into the 3 pass mode and 
. # 
the Fabry- Perot is finely .tuned again by maximizing the signal on the 
• 
DAS-1. A pentapr~sm is used to ensure . that the incident argon beam is. 
exactly at 90°to the He-Ne defined scat.tered direction. 
2-3 ·oAS SYSTEM 
The Data Acquisition and Stabilizat:ion system serves . se,;eral_ 
. 
f':lnct~ons . It; provides a bias sfgnal to the ·piezoelectric transduce~s 
) f 
of the Fabry-Pero.t interferometer for P.arallel adjust.ment of the 
mirrors and the appropriate scanning voltage from .01 to 99.99 ms per 
. ... 
. . 
channel using a digital "high voltage sweep. ~t accumulates in memory 
.- - . 
.. 
via a 10~4 channel ·m';lltichannel analyzer, the 1 voLt pulses put . . out by 
the Amplifier/Discriminator corresponding to each detected photon. It 
fur t her corrects automatically for the frequency drift of the laser~f-
., 
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·any. ""'ther frequency drifts by locking a· particular, spectral .feature 
(~uch as the Rayleigh line) to ~ preselect~d channel number _and keep~ 
it centered there. rlt _can also be programmed to k~ep ·the Fabry-Perot 
----pi~tes parillel and continuously maximize the finesse. Another feature 
of the DAS is the segmented option which allows for amplification (up 
to 100 times) of any part · o·f the spectra by _spending more time per 
channel ·in preselected ·sections of the_ramp. This i's import:,ant when 
. 
. searching for very weak sp~ct~al features. A sp~~trum of intens·ity 
., 
versus frequency is co,..ne!nuously displayed on the multichannel analyze'r 
'. ,----
CRT and an adjustable . "eurs-or" provides for alphanumertc ke;_adout of 
- _/ . t 
photon counts and channel number. 
.. 




_(see also (4~)). 
(Fig.2.2) is the one that was used by s·.F.Ahmad (48) 
The outer body of the cryostat (26) was made of thin 
. . 
stainless steel. I~ contains two reservoirs: one for liquid ' nitrogen 
\ 
' ' (8) which was automatically refilled every 6 hours an4 one f~ liquid 
helium (9) filled every two days. The cell, ·soldered to a long 
~ 
'stainless steel tube, was suspended in the _central bore of the 'cryostat 
a~d centered vertically.by a teflon spacer -(21). The ~op p~rt of it was 
. . 
connected to a brass tube (1) _through which the sample- comes to the 
~ cell. The rotation of the cell is carried through rotary seals (29), 
. 
~31) .with ·a scale to read the deg~ee of -rotation. The liquid helium 
from the ~eservoir (9), after passing thr:ough the capillary . tube ( 22) 
.Jt ... ~. : 
reaches to the heat exchanger can ('20). ·A needle valve .having a 
-- ... .. 
>, . . 
control knob·. at the top ·(2'8) regulates the flow of -the helium. Liquid 
. . 
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Fig.2.2, Diagram snowing the top and the tail section of the cryostat 
' 
1 -Brass inlet tube 
-2 -Stainless steel tube 
' 
3 .-Rubber 0-rings' 
c.· 
















-Liquid ' He and nitrogen fill 
-Space under vacu~ . -
-Liquid nitrogen an~. hell~ reservoirs 
-Radiation snields . 
·-Dust· collector . ass'i:fmb ly 
-Heater wires 
-Aluminum · foit 
' . 
-Plex~glass larg.e"window 
-Quartz samp~e cell 
- Polishe_d quartz · window 
.n 
-Plexiglass ·small window 
-Co,p_per braids 
-Heat exchange~ can 
-Teflon spacer 
-Liquid helium capillary tube 
. ' 
( 
23 ., 28 -Needle vdve ;.nd its control knob 
24 -Cryostat pumping port 
' 
and electrical feed through 
25 -Thermal anchor 
\,-.. 
26 -~pl is·~ed stainl~ss steel outer wall of th~ cryost~t 







30 -Electrical' feedthrou'gh for temperature and gradient measurment 
31 tAssernbly for raising or lo~e£ing the cell 
' ... . 
I 
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and the cool vapor circulates upward to escape thr.ough~ outlet (4) 
into the helium return system. Two bra~s rods are projected downwards 
. . 
from the bottom sides o.f the heat · exchanger and seri.e ~s the cold 
finger . Th~se are connected. to the copper braids from the cell (19). A 
heater (12) is used to control the t~mpera.ture of the cold finger in 
conjun'ctioh ~it:h a · ~aAs temperature sensor and· propor.tional control 
·circuit·. There ar~ two allDl)im.un ~hield~ sur'rc;mnding the cell. The, inner 
' 
' 
shield (13) was maintained .at the same temper~ture. as the · heat 
exchanger and the . outer shle1-d ( 10) at l'iquid nitrogen tempers,tlil;'e .. 
.'tliere are windows around. tbe cell, one ma.de of · qua~tz (17) through · 
w\lich beam enters . The wind_5)W (15) through Which the scat·tered li~ht 
1 pas~es and the wind,ow' (18) where made .of plexiglass ~0 allow ·x-ray 
transmission. The cryostat rested on an aluminum prste which could be 
... 
adjusted b-y means of three leveling screws . The ·plate was · f.inely 
' · 
adjustable allowing For · the cryostat to be moved across the beam 
I 






·The cell ('Fig~2.·3) is a quartz. tube of inher diame~r 3 mm anq 
ou.ter diame.ter 5 mm and length of about 2 em and was fitted with a 
. ,quartz to Kovar graded seal. at the top. A dust trap j.etw-een the cell 
.a:??he inlet tube prevents dust particies set:tling at the bottom of 
the cell . The ~ottom of the cell . w~ closed by a polished fused quartz · 
plug glued to the cell · by epoxy resin. A phosphor bronze clip was 
clamped to the lowes~ part of the cel'l. '!'his clamp had ra miniAture GaAs. 
diode mounted .on· it. One side of the clamp was folde.d to provide 
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Fi~. 2.3 Detailed diagr~ 1f .. the sample cell where 
·crystal. gr~wth-anJ cooling was carried pqt. 
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the cell above the first and provides for the second junc·_tion of the 
' 
~ .I • - 41 
thermocouple. To e~ch clam~ two copper rods wer~ soldered _arid joi.ned" 
. ' 
to one end of .~copper braid·. The .other end o~_ .the copper braid was 
t • ' '4 I 
connected to f:he cold finger of the'~heat exchang~r. Wires wo~nd on each 
- . 
rod provide for tb.- control of . ~he cell tempef.ature. 
A m~jor modification ~.;. to -t~is· •y~tem)i!'ce ~~d's Ph.D. work · 
(48 J involved. the depositio·n · of a thin. opt;ically transparent,, 
. . \ 
-.electrically condJ.cttng coating on· the .·cell body between the . clamps. 
. . ~ . 
The film has a · 70% transmission . coefficient and 10 ohms · electrical 
. . 
r.esistance and· is about ~ cin high. · Two· thin. bra~s clamp~·t lined inside . 
. . 
with· indium, were used for electrical contact to· the film. 'teflon ring~· 
• • I' " 
were used to isolate these clamP'S from. the re~ t of the .. sys ~em · ( i . e. 
. , ,, . --
~bove mentioned phoapho~br~nze cool;ng clamps). This film is used when 
. I . . , . . . 
the crystals _are ~eing cooled i'.e: ekctrical c~rrent i!rpas~ed through 
the film to release the crystals from the wails of the cell. 
- 2-6 Tempe·rature Control 
.. ' 
. ' 
0 .. . 
The cell te.mperature is affected in four ways: 
. . 
1) an externally c~ntrolle~ 1. nee .. dle ;,alve .regulat~s 
• . . 'I) . • •• . 
~iquid.helium, in _the heat exchanger can, 





11) tempera.t\,lra at the bottom, of the can is fihely controlled to 
. \ 
. I . 
about 4· K below cell temperature .PY proportional · electronic c~ntrol 
using .the GaAs diode and hea~er system, 
Ut). temperature at · the bottom of the cell is controlled using a 
_. ... 
s!mllar pr;portional elect.ronic control as~embly, 
.. 
iv) temperature at the top of the.c~ll and hence' temperature giadient 
' in cell is controiled · via differential " thermocouple and heater 
. . . 
,. 
.. 
' . . ·
'• 
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proporti6nal ·control system. 
" I 
2-7 . .Crystal Growth And Cooling Piocedur.e 
~ 
The ni.trogen or· carbon monoxide gas inside the cell was -cooled 
•' 
f 
~---unti:t the l~~id state was · ~btained. The liquid '!as then cooled 
. ' 
. ,__., 
m~~ually to 'about a d~gree above t11e triple P,oint 'temp~r~ture. The 
crystals we.re grown 'by'·maintaining a gradrent ·of about 2. 5 K between 
I . 
· the. top ~nd the bottom· clamps,. (with th~ top being warme;r) and ·lowering 
~ . ' 
. . 
' ' . 
.. . ·. the _temperature automatically by about o:os-0.·1. K per hour until a 
. ·, ~. ' . ' ... 
. · ~- :.srn~ll .. (O.OS mm)_ .. seed · w~s formed at .tbe b.ottom"of the cell.. The .seed wa~ 
. . ~ .. 
..... . 
. ~hen · grown slowl~ for a about day f'until' a large ~ingle crystal was 
' . ,_ 0 
... ' ... oht.p.ned.'· ... Many . crystals were melted at- this poim mainly because. of 
I ... ' • 
•· 
:their short range of · angle l· .. A large l range is . necessary to' 
meaningfully detetniin·e al'l five . elastic constants. 
Appropriate ~ crystals of good . quality ' were further · cooled 
automati~ally. for. another : d~y to. ensure. that the· they would · not melt 
during coo~ing- pr_ocess. : ·This · process is a . combinS:tion. _of heating the 
walls o~ the \~ell and ~~m~ltan~ous pumping on ·the crystal. The liquid 
\ ., , .,. 
' . . 
on the t .op of cry,stal was· .~removed _cofpletely and ~he remaining· crystal 
.. . ' " . ' 
was reduced ver;y' sl.owlj · on the ce~l. The film . .' 
• 
' ' vo~tage · was 
in si~ by. .pumping 
raised ~ ~ .-6 volts in steR~ .. of 0. 2 eacn hour . . , Sudden I ~ 
. ' 
incre·ase. in film temperat"~.&r~ would melt. th~ .crystal and ·.enough time had 
• I . • t 
I. . , . ' 
to be given fot tne equilibrium state to be established. Controlled 
" • r ' ' ' 
- ' ' ' f • • • • , 
exces's energy in the f:f:lm melted the crystal at the boundary wi"th the 
. ~ ' - . ,~ .. . • I . 
. ' ' 
· walls o(cell ·and -~~e. liquid~formed w~s removed by pumping. Eventual!~ . 
. ' • • I • ( '\ • 
' 
when the crystal · ··was released from the. walls, having a dome-shape · 
·.~ · .. 
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temperature. For nitrogen (because of the larger temperature range). 
the above mentioned process 'was carried out three times wh.ereas for co. 
once was sufficient to cool it to the appropriate temperature just 
above the triple• points. When the cooling was over, the pump was 
·removed and the gap between the crystal an~ the walls of the cell began 
filling with solid, and vhe crystal would grow slightly. The film 
(" 
temperature was· tl:'~n l~wered by reducing the heater voltage to 1. 2 
volts. in steps of 0.1. Kee~ing the film temperature fairly big~ allowed 
.. 
for a better (more .,atra.in free) phase transition involving' volume 
expansion. The key factor in the su~cess of this ~peration_ ~~ to find 
a proper ~atio between the rate of pumping and the rate of ~ncreasing 
the film voltage. 
Further cooll'ng through the phase transition was carried out 
extreme.ly slowly (about 0.05 K per hqur). The cooling was stopped 
periodically for ~everal hours to check the crystal and allow it to f 
come to equilibrium. 
· ~2-8 Crystal Orientation Procedure 
Laue x-ray tran~mission diffraction is used to determine whether a 
crystal . is · single and to determine its orientations +elative to the 
labor-atory frame of reference. The ~attern typically consist~ of 
.several wall defined spots surrounding a central spot due to ·the 
- . 
undiffracted beam. ·By observing the pattern. an~ shape of spots, it is 
possible to estimate the quality (degree of strain and polycrystalline 
natute) of the crystals . Thid procedure has been completely 
computerized in this laboratory (initially by Gauonon (10 ''and is based, .. 
- ' 
· o.n stereographic projection techniques (50). An accurate measurement .of 








the coordinates of the Laue spots is necessary and fed into the 
computer which d~termines the Euler angles and Miller indices. Each 
·. spot· is always accounted for. It is important that consistent 
'1 ? 
, .. 
orientations are obtained as .crystal is rotated i.e. only the ~ angle 
is changed . The orientation of each crystal with respect to the 
labpratory frame of reference in Euler angle -notation ( 9 1 ~, x> was 
determined using this technique. 
' . 
The x-ray equipment used Wf.S a Philips MO 100/Be '100 Kv beryll.iurn 
--- . 
.'• 
J. window· ·tu~e ·: ~e beam was passed throligh a lead "'collimator and then 
\ 
. I 
through the crystal. The diffraction pattern was recorded on Polaroid 
-
57 fUm in an XR-7 Land camera I ' perpendicular to t\le direction of ·the 
' I 
.incident x-rays and _at a distance of B.4 em from it. 
2-9 Measurement Of Spectra 
The Br.illouin spectra of different crystals were recorded on the 
DAS CRT. screen and a sample spectrum is shown in Fig.3.1. in chapter 3. 
'rhe "cursor" was used which when addressed to a specific channel on the 
, . 
CRT scrt:!en, could measure the number of counts ~nd channel number at 
)he ~arious pea~s. Three Raylelgh peaks were usually 
'· . 
recorded. 
Referring to Fig.2.4 1 the spectral free range 6, was th~ mean oJ 61 and 
62 in channel numbers. This corresponds (in this experiment) to a 
S.F.R. of 11.716 GHz of the Fabry-Perot (v-11.617 GHz). The average 
recorded frequency shifts for the ·:various shifts were obtained over the 
two spectral orders for a particular spect~al component by multiplying 
their mean ~hift by v(S.F.R.)/d. 
In the case of . extremely weak signals (such as some transverse . 
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2 . 4 Different components of the s~ec tra are 
. <b 
shown. The R' s are tft'e central. components 
/ 
· · (~aylei$h lirtes) . The L' s and T' s are · the 
longitudinal and transverse components of 
the cortespondingly 4ashed R I s. 6.' ·ar'e the 
; .. . 
shifts of various co~t~ponents in GHz. 
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• • 
longitudinal peak was placed. The DAS would then spend most of the 
' . 








' . . f · 
·~~: ":. . \ . ; 
-~ ~t ·, , .' : 
frequency shifts'were thentobtained by findrng the relative shift of 
transverse component wi>th res~ect to the longitudinal component. If 
t:.T* is the shift of transverse component and t:.L * the shift of 
longitudinal component in the segmented · region, then the actual 
transverse shift is t:.~ - t:.T* IlL liT:* 
shift outsJLde the segmented region. 
._, 
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. ' . GRAPTBl 3 •• 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND gtALYSIS 
\o 'l, ._ • _. I 
3-1 Brillouin Sp~ctra Of /J-CO And /J-N2 
a) Spectrum of 8-CO 
' .... ..... L . 
' • 
. ·' 
A spectrum of fJ·CO is shown" iri Fig. ~.1. There were three Rayleigh 
lines (R) recorded which were the most . intense spectral fea·ture. There 
were two · longitudinal components (L), ·an upshifted and a doWnshifted, 
. symmetrically. s~tuated about • the 'central Rayleigh peak . On'~ of t};le 
,. 
transverse components (T2 ) could be recognized readily and the other 
transverse component (T1 ) . a~peared infrequently and weakly on the . 
' . 
~ . 
segmented ramp portion of the scan. The transverse modes were both weak -
and the amount of shift was -·small. At · low and high l angles 1 the 
trans_yerse modes were closer together and became harder to observe and • 
·resolve. No attempt was made to correlate the intensities at the . time 
' . .. 
of ~ollecti'ng the spectr-a. The longitudinal components were · about 150 
times weaker than the Rayleigh and -about ,tet;1 times stronger _than the 
transverse. Measurements were also made · of the spectra at the tr!..Ple 
' I . 
point which were consistent .with Gammon" s results (35). Low input laser 
. . 
\ 
power was used (10 mW) to avoid melting crystals just above the phase 
transition 
b)Spectrum of ti-Nz I. 
The. ·spec~rum of -~·N2 was •. similar to the s pectrum of {J·CO. However 1 
both transveue componen·ts were observed more frequently and the shif~s 
ill 
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ng. 3.1 The spectnmr of" fJ-CO at 62 K. The se·co.nd 
transverse component wa.s very weak and did 
- J 
not appear at (70.7,354.9,119.3) ori~ntation. 
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peaks-were· -about 100 times weaker than the Rayleigh and seven times 
• 
stronger than the transverse components. The input laser power used was 
about 20 mW. 
In both cases the linewidths were instrumental, -that is, 
.. determined by ,the Fabry-Perot finesse such that linewidth =· 
• ~ 0 •"-· _ .. . . ·~- ..... .. . ' · • ~ . . • ? ... - . , · .. 
3-2 Elastf.c Constants 
a)IJ-CO 
. S.F . R . 
- .F 
The elastic constants of {J-CO were· measured using the .. expressions . 
. 
for frequency shift (1.1) in terms of sound velocity and sound velocity 
. . 
in t~rms of elastic constants (1.12). Four single. crystals of fJ-CO were 
coohd to within a de&,ree above the· phase transition. 16 spectra at 
different orientations were recorded (Table 3 .1). Fortunately, the T 1 
component was observed several times allowing for .the det·ermination of 
\ c12 (which appears only in the expression of T1 . velocity) . 
A •knowledge of d&nsity a'nc:l refractive index is essential in 
' determining the elastic constants. The density used for GO was obtained 
from a · pa~er ·by Jibson and Scott (11) from their molar yolume· graph. 
··They mea~ured the te~perature dependence of molar volume of CO and N2 
from 50 K to 4 K •. The density for PO just above the phase transiti~n 
3 . 
was 0.921±0.012 gm/em . There -.. was no measured value of the refractive 
index of solid CO in the literature. Howevex:, the refractive index at 
the triple point has previously been calculated ( 35) via tne 
::.. Lorentz~Lorepz relation ~sirig measured values of liquid refractive 
index (51) and density (l-1)_. Knowing the densi~y of the cooled crystal 
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Observed and calculated "best· fit" frequency shifts 
as a function of orientation for four CO. si'ngle 
crystals at {12 K 
.. , ' . .. 
. . ' .~ 
..• . D' Observed Frequency Calculated Fre'quency 
6 
Crystal Euler Angles · 
., 
Shift in GHz. · ·Shift ln GHz '~ . .. 
~ 
/ # 0 tP X v(L) v(T2 ) v(T1 ) II (L) v(T2 ~ ·v( T1 ) 
.. . 




199.9 247 . 5 5.024 '2. 701 2. 256 5 .044 2 '510 2 . 279 
• 
71.1 249.9 ' 248 . 9 5 . 044 2. 359 5 :108 2 . 283 2 . 278 
69.8 239.9 248 . 5 f 4. 980 . 2. 321 5.104 i;. 296 2 . 278 
• 
C02 115.4 108 :4· 112.8 5. 028 2 . 620 5 . 024 2.602 2 . 2 7~ 
··" 
. C03 96 : 0 118.7 255.5 . 5. 078 5 . 041 2. 522 2 . 279 
96.0 138. 7· 255.9 5 .. 092 5 . 019 2. 667 2. 280 
96.0 138.7 255.9 5.014 5. 019 2 . 667 . 2. 280 
96.0 148. 7 256.3 5 . 060 5 . 033 2 .·691 2 . 280 
96.0 158. 7 256.4 5 . 093 \ 5 .055 2 . 68S 2 .. 281 
96 . 0 158 . 7 256 . 4 5 . 081 l. 264 5 . OSJ 2 . 688 2 . 281 
: 
C04 70.7 354.9 119.3 5 . 244 
' 
2 . 237 5 . 212 2 . 526 2. 282 
' 4 
70.7 354.9 119.3 5 . 243 2 . 589 2. 234 5. 212 2. 526 2. 282 
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TABLE 3 .1- cont'inued 
ObstjYed Frequency 
Shift· rn GHz 
v(L) v(T2 ) v(T1 ) t 
' -
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b'hift in GHz \ 
v( v(T2 ) v(T 1 ) 
-
,. 
;,.g 2.666 2.281 
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where L is the Lorentz function and is assumed to be constant. 
{>;.. , 
This gives a value of 1. 257±0.023 for the refractive index of. CO at 62 
..... # 
K. The elastic constants were calculated from the measured frequency 
' · . 
-
shifts using the following computerized iteration procedure. Initial 
.. 
.____ ... values of -el.astic co11stants were assumed and the frequenc~ of the 
· thre~ modes for al1 the various crystal orientaticmsL were calculated 
\_,..-A, -· 
using (1.12) . A 'least -square fitting procedure minimiz~d the dif:ference 
-between the calculated and measured frequency shifts and thus 
"corrected" the assumed elastic constants . this procedure was ·repeated 
2 
and iterated until a value of x -1.00 was obtained. Tl').e final elastic 
.· 
constants are therefore the ones that best-fit the calculated shifts 
to the observed shifts . 
The "best-fit adiabatic elastic constants for CO at 62 Kin units of 
109 N/ 2 m are: 
c11 -2. 013±0 • 020 
c, 4 -o. 402±0. 016 
c12 -1. 212±0. 025 
c3 3 -2: 227±0 • 034 
The bulk modulus is given by the following expression : 
and was calculated to be 1.407 in the same units. 
C13•0. 998,±0.026 
The above errors were determined by the quality of the fit and 
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Fig. 3.2 The ,change in frequency shift .with angle ~· 
---
The solid curve is a fit 'to the elastic 




c~ry~ is•a fit \t~ the elasti~ cqnstants.at 
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standard deviation of the elastic constants. In addition, there is a 
systematic error due 'to the uncerta1nty , in the values of the 
wavelength, index of refraction, density and the scattering angle. The 
4 . 
wavelength was accurate to 1 in 10 and hence was treated as an exact 
parame.ter. The density and the' refractive index had a percentage error· 
of 1. 3% and 1. 9% respectively, as described above. The scattering angle. 
had a percen,tage error of 0. 55%.. These errors add up to give a 
• 
systematic error. of 4 .u· in the elasti.q~)cc;>nstants. 
These elastic constants can be ·compared to· the· values of the 




c 3 3 -2 .l04 
We see that with decrease in temperature the ~rystal gets.harder and 
thl! elastic constants . increase. F:f,g. 3. 2 represents the variation of 
frequency shift with angle gamma. The solid and dotted curves are the 
best fit curves to the elastic constants at 62 K and 68 K respectively 
• 
. 
The 62 K curves are higher than the 68 K curves showing an inc~ease in 
acoustic velocities with decrease in temperature. 
b)p·N, 
Four s~ngle crystals of Nz were cool~d to 47.5 K giving 35 ·Spectra 
at different t:rystal . orientations (Table . 3. 2). Two of the sets of 
data, namely of crystals #l and #2. are results obtained by S. ·F .Ahmad 
(at 49.0 K) which were temper~ture corre~ted to 47.5 K. The density of 
N2 ~t 47.5 K was obtained in a similar manner to that of · CO .and was 
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TABLE 3. 2 
Observed and c~~ated "best-fit" frequency shifts 
as a function of orientation for four N2 single 
~crystals at 47 . 5 K 
Observed Frequency Calculated Frequ.ency 
Crystal Euler Angles Shift in GHz Shift in GHz 
# (} tP X 11(L) 11 (T2 ) v ('T 1 ) v(L) ,v(T2 ) II (T 1 ) 
~ 
N2 1 92.3 200'.1 351.5. 5.123 2.605 2.209 5.146 2.592 2.198 
92.1 181.7 . 358.5 5.133 2 . 198 5 .. 160 2.588 2 . 190 
~ 
92 .4 165 . 3 359.7 5.125 2. 189 5.152 2.591 2 . 194 
92.7 145.4 360 .0 5.113 2 . 537 2 . 213 5.136 2.569 2. 211 
92.3 212.7 358.7 5 . 126 2.517 '2 . 233 5.142 2.525 2.221 
1 
92 . 0 241.7 359 .0 5.223 5. 191 2.344 2 .'243 
92 . 7 231,9 358 . 6 5.196 2.387 2.279 5.159 '2 .454 2 .232 
92.3 · 212 .1 359.3 5.115 2.568 2.225 5.13-6 2.575 2 . 209 
92.5 203 . 7 359.4 5.120 2 :608 2 . 211 5.142 2. 591 2 . 200 
N2 2 25 .1 184 .9 180.8 5.207 2 . 271 5. 197 2. 326 2. 245 ) 
' 2 .;5 .25 .1 175.6 179.5 5. 221 2.. 303 5.197 il>. 2.326 
25.5 /168.1 178.3 5 . 194 2 . 316 5·. 197 2.325 ' 2 . 245 
26.0 156 . 3 180.5 ' 5.204 2.363 5.194 2·. 336 . 2. 244 
i49.2 
\ 
25.3 178.6 5 . 196 2 . 320 5.185 2.364 2. 242 
25 . 5 119 .5 179.9 5.130 2.279 5.154 2 . 4~3 2 .229 
( '_ 
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TABLE 3 . 2 continued 
I 
Observed Frequency ~Calcul~ted Frequency 
Crystal Euler Angles . Shift in GHz Shift in GHz 
# 8 X 
N2 3 .. 118.0 268.1 18.2 5 . 202 ·2. 342 5.193 2.337 2 . 244 j 
118.0 258.1 19.2 5.171 2.43i 2 . 141 5.161 2.446 2.233 
11-8 .0 25·8 .1 I 19:2 5 . 139 2. 536 5.161 2 .. 446 2.233 
118.0 238.1 17.9 5.142 2. S57, 2.149 5".140 -2.587 2.203 
118.'6 238.1 17.9 5 .14~ . 2.551 .).140 2. 587 2. 203 . . 
118.0 233.1 17.5 5.157 2. 569 . 2 . 141 5 . 150 2.562 2.195 
118.0 228.1 17.3 5.143 2.578 ' 
-
r-'~ • 2.582 2 .187 ... ~.168 
~;' 
· 118 .0 218 . 1 17 . 2 5.210 2.519 5.220 2. 526 2.171 
( 
118.0 213 . 1 17.3 5.231 2.492 2.144 5 . 251 '2 .484 2.164 
118.0 208.1 16 . 9 5 . 275 2.444 2. 155 5.282 4.438 2 . 1.57 
118.0 208.1 16.9 5 . 214 2 . 538 5.282 2.438 2.157 
118.0 198.1 1?.j) ~ . 3,26 2.347 2. 096 5. 339 2.348 -2.147 
118.0 188.1 17.2 5.381 2.175 5. 375 2 .285 2.141 
N2 4 44.7 357.4· 6 . 9 5.458 2.204 5 .458" 2.129 2.12~ 
44 . 7 347.4 6.8 5.446 2.161 5 .438 2.169 2.130 
44.7 337.4 6.6 5.419 5. 394 2.252 2 .·137 
44.7 327.4 6 .0. 5.368 2.356 5.333 2.357 "2. 148 
44 . 7 317.4 . 6.1 5 . 314 2 .. 463 5.266 2.463 2.161 
44.7 -307.4 6 •. 3 5. 258 . 2 . '560 5. 204 2.545 2.175 
,. 
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Fig. 3. 3 The change in frequency shi~t wi·th angle -, . 
The solid· c ·urve is ~ fit to the elastic 
const~nts of {J-N2 at 47 . 5 K. The dotted 
., .curve is a fit to the elastic constants '·at 
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density an~ refractive index ·at the triple point (9) and th~ Lorentz-
Lorenz relation. The calculated value of ~efractive index for. N2 at 
47.5 K was 1.244±0.007 . The best - fit adiabatic elastic constants for N2 
g · 2 
in uni.ts of 10 N/m _ are: 
c11 -2. 307±0. 007 
c4'4 -0. 3 78±0. 004 
. . 
c 12 -1. 454±0. 008 
c3 3 -2 ..488±0. 008 
The adiabatic bulk t;nodulus ~~ ca:cula_ted to 
units. "' 
be 1.678 in the same 
~~ 
The systematic errors involved in these me~surements as noted above 
, 
are: 1.5% error in density, 0.53% ln refractiv~ index and 0 '.55%. ~n 
scattering · angle. The over~ll systematic er~or is 2.04%. This error 
adds to ' the errors in the elastic constants. 
These elastic constants can be compar ed to the values .of elastic 
constants at the triple point (9): . 
c11 -1.825 
c4 4 -o. 320 
'Fig. 3 . 3 shows the yariation of frequency shift with gamma for N2 • The 
solid and dotted curves are best - fit curves to th~ elastic · constants 
~ 
at 47.5 K artd 63 K respectively. The. 47 . 5 K ~urve·s are again higher 
' . 
than the 63 K, curVes and ~epresent an incr ease in sound v~locity with · 
temperature decrease . 
3-3 Phase Transformation 
• • 
Several att.empts were made to cart;y out the phase transition in N2 • 
However, i~ was not feasible to get lower th~n 47 . 5 K and maintain a 
' good. quality crystal for light scattering purposes . The main reason f or 
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small (about 7 KPa). Hence pumping (and heating) does not ·have much 
affect on shaping the _:;ample and freeing from the cell walls and in 
addition, if a dome-shape crystal is obtained it would not grow back 
to a suitable shape for light scattering purposes (again bacause of low 
vapor pressure) . 
. ... 
. Three large single crystals of f.c.c. a-CO were grown· out of h.c.p . 
' ., . 
p-CO s~ngle crystals. By determining the orientation of each crystal 
. ~elative to the laboratory :frame of 'rE!ference, it was possible to 
· correlate the orientations' of. the two phases of CO. 
The focus 
~ . - . 
of all the calculations was the h.c.p .. c-axis and hence 
the h.c.p . basal planes. Using the inverse rotation matrix (l.l3)(with 
the Euler angles of the h. c .. p. ph~se) , the c- axil/ for each of the three 
p-CO crystals was transformed to the laboratory frame of reference. An 
application of the rotation matrix (inverse of A, eq. 1.13) with the 
Eule):' angles of the . f. c. c. phase ·showed the new co~ponents for _th-'"e __ _ 
c - axis in the f .-c .c. structure. Calculations were further cqnfirmed 
using st~rofo.am.ball models ~f crystal structures of h.c . p. and f.c.c. 
• set·and rotated to their respective 9rientations in space. 
.....--,· · 
... · 
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Fig. 3 . 4 shows a. single crystal of the a phase growing from the 
- .bottom out of a single crys-t.al o.f the p phase. The interface .was 
~airly sharp and distinctly divided the crystal into an upper p phase 
and a lower a phase. The grpwth 'of the a phase is from the bottom 
because it is the low temperature part of the cell . 
Just before the phase transitlon occured, .the p pha·se underwent 
. some ~ramatic changes. Bubble-like features appe~red and. the crystal 
became translucent. One might think ' that the cry.stal was no longer 











Fig. 3.4 The growth of the a phase from the ~ phase. 
The horizontal line half way up in the cell 
is the boundary that visually separates the 
two phases. 
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the interface visually separated the two-- phases, x-ray diffraction 
patterns (Fig. 3.6b) indicated traces of the P phase left in the new·a 
structure. Such behavior was also observed by Franck et al, (52) in the 
50% completed h.c.p.-f.c.c. phase transition in He crystals an~ by 
Miller et sl. (53) and Yarnell et sl, (54) .in the h.c.p. to f.c.c. · 
t~ansltion in 02 . The complete transition occurred when the crystal was 
~ 
cooled further (0.1 to 0.3 K) and subsequent x-ray patterns indicated 
,·relatively pure cubic structure. Once the a phase ~as transformed, the 
crystal b~came wholly ·hexagona~ having the same initial orien~tions. 
" If .cooled again through the phase transition, ·the· ccystal again bec81De 
translucent and the cyele repeated. The f.c.c. stru~ture ge~ally had 
the same orientation as it had after the first attempt. These 
observations suggest that · there is a definite correlation between the 
orientations of the two phases of CO. 
Note that the following standard notation · has been adop~ed (42): 
.. 
{ ), for a ' lattice plane 
( ), for a family of planes 
] , for the direction of a lat"tice point 
< >, for a .family of directions 
a)Crystal I 
Fig. 3 . Sa shows fhe l.aue pa·ttern of transmission x-~ay diffraction 
for P-CO at 0° rotation of the cell . For the p phase, the orientation 
(i.e. tbe crystal .body axes with respect to the laboratory frame of 
reference) was determined to be: 
6-110.4 ~-334.4 x-104.6 
These values agree with other patterns taken at 10° and ' 350° rotation 
.---
. t 
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Fig. 3.5a The Laue diffraction pattern at 0° rotation 
of the cell of the ~ phase of crystal I. 
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Fig. 3.5b The Laue diffraction pattern at 0° rotation 
of the cell of the a phase of crystal I. 














of the cell. Fig.3.5b shows the orientation of the a phase for 0° 
rotation of the cell. The orientation obtained was: 
8-llO. 5 4»-130.8 x-211.4 
Using the transformation-(1 . 13), the c-a~is was calculated to have 
changed to [ 0. 64] 0.33 axis in the f . c . c. structure which is at an angle 
-0.68 
of 16° to the [tli'] and 19° to the [lOi] axes. :This n1eans that the 
I 
h.c.p. basal plane is close to the (lOi) and ( lli) planes. The · 
styrofoam ball models were used to confirm the calculations . The 
transition was somehow incomplete or at least the a crystal was not 
__ _.,. 
comEletely single. :rhis is evident from Fig.3.5b since the spots are 
not as well defined as they should be. The a phase was "melted" and 
regrown again out of the {J, however no further improvement w~s 
observed for this particular sample . 
b)Crystal II 
The orientation of the fJ phase (Fig . 3.6a) was determined relative 
1 
to the laboratory .frame of reference and was found (at 0° rotation) to 
be: 
. 8-96.0 ~-128 . 7 x-195.5 
The phase transition was carried out and x-ray diffraction patterns 
were taken . The a phase was polycrystalline . . As t he interface between 
the two phases was lowered and the a phase "melted", the ,original fJ 
phase was recovered. Another attempt was 1made to cool r' the crystal 
through the transition temperature . This time the pictures (Fig.3.6c) 
·-
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Fig. 3.6a The Laue diffraction pattern at 0° rotation 
of the cell of the~ phase of crystal II. 
The Euler angles were (96·.0,128.7,195.5). 
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Fig. 3.6b The Laue diffraction paetern ae 0° rotation of 
the cell shortly afeer ehe phase 
in crystal II. 
eransition 
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Fig. 3.6c The Laue diffraction pattern at 0° rotation 
of the cell of the a phase of crystal II. 




8-94.2 ~-286. 2 x-157.2 
This a phase was regrown twice through the {J phase. Each time I the same 
orientation was obtained. The corresponding direction of the c-axis 
in the f.c.c. structure was found 
• 
- [0.29] 
to be 0.30 I which is about 30° 
-0.90 
to bot\) (Oli] 'and [lli] and 25P to [OOi). The transition ~as ag¥n 
somewhat (or the a phase was not co~pletely single). 
~ 
c)Crystal III 
' / " 
As can be seen from Fig,. 3. 7c, the transition was an excellent one 
in which well defined spots- free of 'frain were observed. The 
orientations of the . {J pha~e (Fig. 3. 7a) were found .to be: 
e-s7.7 ~-32. 6 x-339. s 
After the phase tr·ansition, the orientation was calculated and 
found' to be: 
... 
e-23.2 ~-273. 9 x .. 339.o 
Using the inverse rotation matrices, the transformed c·axis in the 
··· ·· ~· 
[ 0 .46] . . .. -0.61 , which is within 19° of ( 111]. The next 0. 33 f. c . c. structure was 
day, the crystal spontaneously had changed orientation and stayed 
stable afterwards with the following orientation:· ~. 
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Fig. 3.7a The Laue diffraction pattern at 0° rotation 
of the cell of the ~ phase of crystal III. 
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Fig. 3.7b The Laue diffraction pattern at 00 rotation of 
the cell of the initial a phase of crystal III. 
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Fig. 3.7c The Laue diffraction pattern at 0° rotation of the 
cell of the final stable a phase of crystal III. 




,:_j f I ~ 
· This orientation shows that the c- axis · was trans_formed to ~-g: ~g l· 
' - 0.09 
which alinost exactly is the [iiO) axis of the cubic phase . The spots 
this time were very -well defi~ed and the transition was clearly a very 
good one (i . e. ap~eared to be· entirely- single and very complete). .. 
From crystal III (which invo-lved the best and most clearly defined-.~ 
x-ray pi(:ture) 'it is c~ear th,at the final stable state for_ the h .- c.p. 
' 
basal planes were planes of the fcirm ( 110) in preferance to ( 111 ). 
This is consistent with crystals I and II wher.e there appears to ,be 
. ' 
competetion between ( 111) and ( 110· } as ' shown al>~ve. On this . bas is 
.· (and for the lack of further ~lear .~v.idence) it will be asswned and. 
hence concluded for the ~est · of this' . thesis , that the basal planes of 
.') 
hexagonal clos~~packed 'Str~'Cture transforms to· planes ,of the [orm 
I 
I 
( 110 ) in face center
1Fd t:_)lt(tc !;tructure. It is interesting to note that 
-~ 
Impey et al. (55) making ~ole~ular dyna!llics computer simulation 
. -
calculations on different phases of solid ammonia determ-ined tpat in 
the h.c.p. to b.c.c .. phase transition , the h-.c.p. basal planes become 
. ( 110) pl.anes of b.c.c. and is the le-ast energe~ic --way · for the 
transition'. · 
d.)Mechanism Of Phase Transition In CO 
There are various . ways to imagine the mechanism of this 
, transformation. One possibility is proposed here. Fig.~ . ~a show!! the 
configuration of molecular sites0 for an h.-c . p. crrystal projected on 
the plane of the paper; 
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-
0 
[001] or the c-axis • • • • • 
0 0 0 
t 
0 0 
-- - --+ [ilOJ 
• • • 
. 
• • 
0 0 0 0 0 
Fig.3.8a The· h.c.p. crystal with c-axis up 
where the solid circles represent one layer (A) and ~pen circles the 
next layer (B), i . e. ABAB ... stacking. 
Note <;hat the lattice vectors for h. c . p . are defined in terms of· the 
. ..: , . 







c - c 'z , where a and c are the lattice parameters of the hexagonal 
crystal. The direction of the x-axis is then [210] and the y-axis is 
" [010] _in terms of the lattice vectors. 
Looking along tpe c-axis, we see the ' following (Fig .3 . 8b); 
0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 
0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 
(-iio 1 0 • 0 • 0 · • 0 • ---- · ... lito 1 
t 0 • 0 • 0 • c;) 0 • 0 • 
£.. 
0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 
Fig.3.8b The h .c.p. crystal looking along the e-axis 
'I ' , 
.... ~..Y . : 
/ 
The alternate planes then start moving 5elative tQ one another aMd in 
so doing the c-axis o~ the h.c::.p. may end up in the :~111] direc.tlon of ·· 
the cubi·~ as happened in crystal III and as is generally theoretically 
expected. Th:!..; will not (and . apparently did not) stay long and the 
relative movement continues until the arrangement in fig.3.8b becomes 
as shown below (from Fig.3.8b,, it requires a shearing movement of 
the alternate basal planes by a/2)6 in the [ilO} direction where a is 
the side of cube in the f.c.c. structure); 
-
• 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 
0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 
[iiO] • 0 • 0 .. 0 • 0 • -----+ (ilO] 
t. 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 
• 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 
0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 
Fig . 3 .8c The same crystal with alternate 
planes moved as discussed in text . 
Now the distance between two successive circles (open or closed)·_ is 
3a/J6 where a is the side of cube;. If in 7 planes· the first and last 
planes are considered to remain stationary and the second plane is 
moved to the right by aj2j6, the third plane to the right by a/J6, the 
foliftll- piime to the right by 3a/2J6, the fifth plane to the left by 
a/J6 and the sixth plane to the left by a/2)6 relative to the first 
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t ' • 
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-
• 0 • 0 • 0 .. 0 
[lllJc.c.c.o • 0 • 0 • 0 • 
[iiO]h .c.p. • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 
t 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 
• 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • • -i(ilOJh.c .p. 
0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 { ilo i r . c • c . 
• 0 • 0 • 0 • 0 • 
Fig. 3. 8d The basal· planes after th~. shearing movements 
· Fig; 3. 8. d has the same arrangements as that of th~ \ planes of the form 
( 1101 in the f.c.c. structure with the cubi~ [111) axis up in the 
plane of paper (note the ABCABC... stacking). The relative shearing 
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4-1 Elastic Constants 
Goldman and Klein (21) r used the self-consistent phonon 
approximation of anharmonic lattice dynamics to calculate the elastic 
constants of h .c.p. nitrogen via a (12-6)Lennard-Jones intermolecular 
'pot:~ntial and assuming d1:sordered ~olecular orienta.tions . The values of 
elastic cons·tants calculated . . at 63 K were: c11 -2.88, c12-1.09, 
. . 
Ac13;,-0.88, c44 •0.65 and c33 •3.:t-1 (s~e Table 4.1) . These 'theoretical-v.~lues are muc!t larger (eg. c4 ,. .is twice larger) than \he experill\ental 
values obtained by Kiefte and Clouter (9). showingtlie- inadequacy of the 
theory and which is probably d~e in part to neglect of rotation-
translation coupling effec.t. Kfems and .Dolling, (24) used the technique 
. 
of inel~stic neutron scattering to determine the translational and 
librational lattice modes in . ~ single crystal of f. c. c. nitrogen at 
•' 
15 K. By measuring the dispersion curves for certain · acoustic, modes, 
the . three elastic constants could be deduced from the initial slopes· of 
the~e curves and were found to be c11 -~. 90 j c12 ":'2. 00 and c4 ~ -1. 35. They 
.have also measured the three elast~c constan.ts of ,8-nitrog~n a·t · 3.7 ,K . 
using the same technique (20) and they ~re: c11-2·· .ss, c 33 -2.71 and 
c4.4 -0.43 (see Tab~e .4 .1). This represents reasonable agreement with the ' 
present 47.5 K results when exl:ra~olated to 37 K. P~w~ll et al. ( 1:9) 
used this technique to determine the three elastic constants of {J-N2 at 
. ' . \ 
55 K and 400 MPa. The values · for . high ,pressure elastic cons'tants are: 
o \ fo* 
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Elastic Constants of N2 and CO at different temperatures. 
The data · for N2 at 37 K have ·been obtained· from neutron scattering 
. (/ 
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appear to increase dramatically with pressure. Mention should also be 
- -
made of Bezuglyt et: sl. (56) work on determination of sound veloc!ty 
in nitrogen using ultrasonic technique from 16 to 56 K. They determined 
9 2 the adiabatic bulk modulus of N2 at 48 K to be ,l. 32 (in 10 N/m ) which 
does not agree with the value of 1. 67 obtained in the 'preeent work at 
I 
~7. 5 K. 
The experimental values of elastic constants of cooled single 
\ 
crystals of N2 an9- CO were seen to be larger than the ones for 
' 
uncooled crystals (they all increased by about 1% I K. There appears to 
be /ret evidence for mode so~tening as reflected in any one of the 
elastic cgnstants. It was suggested by P~ge (1) tha~ martens! tic phase 
changes in AuCd, InTl and TiNi are preceded by softening of certain 
elastic ,const;:ants and the ... transition.. results from 'the lattice 
" 
instability evidenced as a ·soft acoustic mo~ sugge~ted that as 
I 
·• ' 
the incipient mechanical instability rises, certain ... . modea., ~~erg~-~ 1 
considerable energy )lecrease and as their freq~ency falls, the '\\.__/ 
wave length increases and the interatomic ~in!iing forces a;e decreased. 
Eventua.lly the vibration amplitude and anharmonicity will be so large 
that the atoms adopt' new sites. Although the phase transition_ in CO is 
martensitic, no significant mode softening was .. ev ldent within a degree 
above the phctse transition temperature, 
· ' 
2 
. . ). i 
~- The a·J! J.'hase Trans tion 
' 
A c~cSled single crysttl study has been done on nitrogen by Powell 
"- I . 
et: a:L.---(19) on elastic.and inelast;ic neutron scattering measurements as: 
55 K and 400 MPa pressure. A single crystal of IJ-N2 was grown by slow 
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~rystal was cooled steadily at 10 K pe~ da~ to 55 K and 400 MPa. 
Several ~eople hav~ obtained single crystals of a-~2 • Cromer et al. 
\· (57.)~ sp~nt · two m_onths~ working at room temperat\}re an<;l 4. 9 GPa pressure 
i ' 
and ·obtained low .. strain -~ingle f.c.c. nitrogen ,crystal thtough an 
... 
• ann~aling process ,·, e,ib ·.et I al, (14) grew ove~ 20' 'single crysta:ls of 
. ' 
' . .. . . ' p~~2 and coole~ eaeh _orte carefully through the transition point but 
-v• • if . . 
f_ • A ' 
only once they obtained a single . crystal •of a-~2 • Kjems ··and Dolling 
' ' . ' ' . 
(24) ,·by co~l~ng the p-N2 crystals . slowly, obtained a single _crystal of 
a nitrogen of ·.1. 5 cm3 in. volume surrounde'd by many small disori'ented 
\ -
. 0 - • 
fragments and apparently were able to correlate the a and~ phases : The 
' ' < ' I ' " ' 
orientation of the large crystal was ~onsistent with that of · the 
.. 
J 
initial p phase, crystal: the [111] and . [Oil] cube axes being parallel 
to the initial [001] and [llQ] hexagonal axes. 
·-
b 
The transformation from h.c.p: to f .c.c; in CO appears-.. uo 'be a 
# 
.. . 
martensitic transformation. As not~d by Christian (46)·, there a're 
s~veral characteristics of these transformations .that:\ were observed in 
. -
' . . ' \ 
the tran:Jition of CO. The transformation was time indepe~dent. In other 
t .. :\ 
.- : WQrds, the sample could ·~be le!t !or long times with the interface 
· ·sep_arating two phases and o~ly a temperature change woui.d' .. affect the 
, I h . 
... j .. 
·height of the interface. The other aspect ~f this transfo·rmation was 
. . .. ·',' . / 
its reversibility. Thd' !'ht:~rface bttween the phases cnuid be1 lowered 
~ • • t. .. \ ' 
and made to v~ni~h by . in~reasing the temperature, the resulting~_? :_c.p· . 
. cryst~l having. the . sam~ ori~ntation ~s that of the par~nt . h.c. p ~ . 
t 
erystal a~ noted before. The volume change lnvo~ved b very little. 
·. Ho·st; _imp~rtantly I .. there seems to exist ra defini~e relatiO~"between the 
... 
. . , ,· . ' .. 
orient~ti~~· · of the·~rtg~nal structure and that of t~e new phase. 
. I l ' \ . ' I I • • • 
Hetallu~glata have studied aeveral- f7c.b. ' t .o · h.'c . p. phase · 
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( f .. - .• ' • 
' trah~itions in -metals and_ alloy~. Laird and Aaronson {58) studied the 
isothermal formation of'·· t'he h.c·.p.'\p~ase-~r-~m a supersatur,ated _ ~.c.c~. 
' ' 'J . ' 
phase in Al-15 AtWti Ag. They _were . able · to establish- the following 
. " . , 
relation_s betwe~n th_e plan~s and d~re;tibils. of the phases: 
'{lll)f .c .c. ' II [lOO]h .c .p. 
The transformation is· supposed to ' b~ .. -~-· martensitic type of surface 
. . . . ow .. , 
. 
relief . Kotval and Koneycombe {59) i _nve_stigated the f.c.c. to h.c.p. 
phase transformation in CuGe alloys 17~· 5 'wu Ge and CuGe 10 Wt% Ge 
-
alloys. The trax;sid.on occurs both by stress inducement and thermal 
activation from a supersaturated f.c.c. phase · and they claimed that 
both transformations are martensitic. In Cu-12.5Ge, the habit plane was 
( 111) and the relation among planes and directions is similar. to the 
Al-:,Ag work. The interface p1ane {l.ll)f .c .c. II {~Ol)h .c .p. has the same 
atomic configuration in both phases perhaps ~esulting in a coh~rency 
... 
effect. Christi,an (60) studied this kind of transformation in pure 
and showed that th~ · transformatJon is I . cobalt martensitic and that the 
~ 
f.c.c. {111) plane is parallel tc:> the h. c. p. {001) plane and that the 
f.c . c. [liO] direction is parallel to the h . c.p. [ 110] direction. A , 
s _imple shear in the [112] direction will carry out the transformat.ion 
I 
if every two planes are locked together. Thus the atoms in first, third 
' ' ' 
and fifth plan~s shear on one another. The displacement is ajj6, where 
. . 
a is th~ side" of cube - ~nd the shearing angle is 19°. Dlsloca? lons Are 
. 
assumed to be responsible for the transformation. ·. Cobalt alloys(61) 
1:.'1 
undergQ a _. similar transformttion from f. c.~, te) h. c. p .. The orientatio,n 
relations at~: (lll)t, 0 .c. II (OOlh . ~.p. and [lli1t.c , c ; II [liO)h-.c . p. 
. . .. 
and is called the .Shoji-Nisniyama relation: The shear angle is 19.5° :'"' 
. . ' 
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' ·~ . t . 
In comparison with metals it must be noted that the type of binding 
• 
in 'metals is stronger than the atomic interaction in crystals such as 
CO. The CO crystal is ~ery soft and has :ow elastic constants mainly 
due to Van der Waals interaction type. Little work has been done on 
molecular cry!!ltals because of the dlfficulty in cooling· large single 
crystals (as noted before) and ~aintaining it during and · after . the 
--transition. J.P. Franck et aL (62, 63) has done extensive ·r~search on 
. . 
the h.c.p\. to f.c.c. phase transition in He especially in the vicinity 
of the triple point. He observed that the transition starts at a 
certain temperature and completes only over a finite temRerature 
interval. At .each point in this interval, the transition takes place at 
high sp~ed, but only a fraction o~ the crystal transforms. The c-axis 
.. 
orientation is found to be reproducible as far as prolonged annealing 
is avoided. He thus claimed that the transition is of martensitic type. 
Schuch et · al. (64) studied the h.c.p.-f.c.c. structure change in H2 
~nd D2 ; using x-ray diffraction tech~~e. Although in t~eir work the 
hydrogen isotope solidified ·in a mass of cryst,Utes, there was a 
noticable preference for the orientation of the c-axis perpendicular to 
· the cold c~ll wa~l. They measured the intensity of x-ray reflection, 
' 
character!.stic of either ·~exagona~· or cubic. · They suggested that 
'• \~ 
changes occur by a ~imple sliding of hexagonal' nets relative to one 
another. They noticed th~t . no. intensity change took place when the 
· hex11gonal ( 002) reflection ber.~e the ( 1~1) reflection in cubic. The 
spac1~~s between the planes remained unchanged. However, in one 
.. 
experi~ent the transition w~s obR~rvet:t through a unique ( 111) ~ubic 
• 
\ 
reflection which dH n~t trans.form to ( 002) hexag~nal · reflection .. The \ 
.. 
neutron , studies by YRl."'1cill et a1. (53) showed that the nature of the 
., . I . ~ .. . t. ' .• ' • '~ 
• 
h.c.p.- f.c.c. transition in H2 and D2 is martensitic and they 
suggested a substantial density of s~acking faults of hexagonal planes 
·evidenced by shifts and width~ of the elastic neutron lines in both 
·phases. In · the f.c.c. s,tructure the perfect crystal is ABCABC, faults 
' ff ABCABABC or ~C~CB~CBAC -Gan occu7·· In h.c.p._ th~ . pe~f~ct crystai is . 
'· 
,.., 
ABABAB a~ong the c.·axif .. Faults· of ABABCACA or 'ABABCBCB 'Can occur. 
Hardy et al. (6S) used Raman scattering studies on solid H2 and D2 in ., 
.... • 9 
which the [111] direction of crystallites was oriented along incident 
light beam. The ~atter co.nfiguration was. cons ide red because of 
evidence that the c-axis of hexagonal ph~se orients along the direction 
'of crystal growth. Using the intensity measurements they suggested that 
the h.c··.p. to f.c.c. transition takes place by shifting of hexagonal 
planes and the c·axis becomes the cubic body diagonal (111) axis. 
Silvera (66) however ~entioned that in a H2 crystal there is a 
# . ~ 
large potential barrier for such' a shifting motion and at the low 
temperature of phase transitio~ the thermodynamic probability for such. 
a motion is extremely ~· The energy gained pe·r molecule by 
·orientational ordering is of the order of Tc - 3-4 K whereas the 
barrier is at least of the order of melting temperature (15-20 K) per 
. . I 
molecule and hence the ordering will not be _able to drive the planes 
over . the barrier. He further sugge~ed that, the transition probably 
takes place by motion of faults so that the barrier does not have to be 
crossed. f 
Other related work, alt~~ug not the h. c. p /·f .c .c. tra~~.tion 1a \18 
paper on oxygen and its varlous phas;;, Defot~s (~7) studied the Laue 
. \ . 
diffraction pattern of single cubic 1 phase and ·preferentially otient.ed 
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the relations between the planes in the -r-{J' and {J-a transitions. 
However, the a and {J crystals were not single and there is no h.c.p.-
f.c.c. transformation involved. He observed that the exact 
relationship among the three modifications of alpha oxygen is not 
fll- . -
precisely . that. ·pred_icted by _theory. This is also tlie case ,in the 
present work . 
t '- ... , 
· In the present experiment there are possibly competing factors that 
. f 
,contributed to the incomplete phase transition !Jl_crystats -l ,and II and· 
• 
to the lack of agree~ent with simple theoretical models. In addition, 
of course to the orientation of the parent crystal at the top from . 
which the daughter , phase is initiated, the walls of the cell- are 
boundary c·onditions imposing constraints on the · transition. The 
possible presence of tiny ~articles or sharp . edges at the bottom of '" 
the. cell · (as a nucleation site) also influences the g~owth of the 
~ daughter phase. 'These factors eould be the reason _w~y the trar;'-sition 
relationships are not definite for crystals I and. II in that there 
• 
appears to be competition between formation of planes of the form 
- · ~ 
( 111) and ( 110) (in the f.c.c. phase) on transition from ( 001) (in 
the h.c . p . phase). ·crystal III did not st_~y in the ( 111) f.c.c. 
configuration and spontaneously changed • to · ( ·no 1.-iguration. 
Theoretical understanding of the f.c.c.-h.c.p. phase trans,.ition in 
• 
these very simple molecular solids is still clearly not satisfactory. 
.. 
.. 
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